THE ROPE-WALK
a lively illustration of Kenneth Grahame's story "The Reluctant
Dragon", though it differed from Walt Disney's idea of featunh^
the dragon as a coy spinster lady. Kenneth Grahame country is
all round Brambleford, home of my two years' homelessness;
the field where legend placed the encounter is actually called
Dragon's Field, and many think that the eccentric White Horse
cut out of the turf just above the field is more truthfully meant to
depict a dragon commemorating that English victory by an English
saint. I am sure Kenneth Grahame had the right idea of the
contest: and here in the casket was his signature in a fragment of
letter not addressed to me, for I never knew him: "I hope you are
all three well and free yourselves from these epidemic troubles
which are afflicting your neighbours, Yours very truly, Kenneth
Grahame." I did not value this much, for an autograph must
have some personal significance; as for instance, lovingly hoarded,
this postcard from Max Beerbohm: a black tie and a white tie
neatly drawn side by side (the man has talent!) and: "Please
scratch out whichever is not required and sign on the dotted line/*
Naturally I did no such tiling; I wrote him the vital information,
said be blowed to the wasted stamp, and kept the card. In our
old days of formal dinners, the gentlemen, God bless 'em, never
stopped ringing up beforehand to fuss me about their ties. But
here is a letter also from Max Beerbohm and incomparably more
precious, for it was written in appreciation of my Matriarch books,
comparing their "full rich milieu" to turtle soup: "Thick turtle
soup—of which one doesn't merely sip one's plateful to the end.
Say, rather, a great lake of T.T.S. in which one swims warmly at
one's leisure, swallowing from time to time gratefully and without
indigestion one of the lumps of green fat that float so prodigally
on its surface," Taking it, therefore, that Sir Max was addicted
to turtle soup, I was glad this letter had been preserved, with a
gay epistle from Noel Coward, written after one of his rare flops;
he was always at his best after a flop. And one from H. G. Wells
praising a flop of my own: a book called "The Augs". I happened
to like "The Augs" stubbornly and crossly, so his letter was a
deep consolation. Another impersonal autograph, this time of
Anatole France, bestowed on me by an old gentleman in the
custard-and-jelly-packet business: "this is of no use to me any
more", lie wrote when sending it; but could it ever have been
of use* A letter beginning "My dear Miss Charlotte" and
ending "Yours very faithfully W. M. T/*, which, might have
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